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How it works

Easily review and respond to conflict results

Run 
search

Analyze 
results

Escalate 
issues

Clear 
conflicts

Reviewing new business for conflicts of interest is a significant challenge for law firms. The 
volume of new business to intake is often high, and the review process itself is laborious and 
time-consuming, whether you’re using an outdated software system or manual workstream. 
With no clearly defined workflows and information spread across disparate systems, the 
data collection and review can be incomplete, leading to delays and putting the firm at risk of 
inadvertently taking on clients with whom they have a conflict of interest.

To address these challenges, law firms need to adopt a more centralized and automated 
approach to reviewing potential conflicts of interest. Intapp Conflicts helps firms identify and 
manage risk quickly, empowering them to confidently take on new business and implement a 
process that is efficient, accurate, and compliant.

Intapp Conflicts - confidently clear and manage conflicts
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Key features

• AI-assisted clearance: Leverage machine learning and your firm’s data to reduce the amount of conflicts the 
compliance analysts need to review.

• Third-party data integrations: Ensure accurate, up-to-date information and monitor changes in information, 
such as corporate tree data, sanctions lists, and other organizational updates.

• Centralized quick search: Optimize the conflicts search process with the ability to run a single search across all 
systems of record. 

• Interactive conflicts report: Streamline reporting with the ability to templatize and customize interactive  
conflict reports.

• Team conflicts: Review team member assignments to ensure the people you want to assign to a new matter do 
not have a conflict of interest with other work.

To learn more about Intapp Conflicts, visit intapp.com/conflicts.

How Intapp Conflicts empowers your firm

Reduces manual compliation  
and review of data

Ensures alignment  
to firm policy

Increases speed to new 
client/matter acceptance

Informs ethical  
walls policy

Accelerates  
conflicts review

Mitigates reputational  
and financial risk 
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